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I.

Sample Question Paper SET - 4

Subject : Social Science

Very short answer type question (1 to 10 question 1 marks only)
1. What is the longitudinal extent of India?
2. Which state does not share any international boundary?
3. What is a distributary?
4. What is Bhangar?
5. Name the largest tributary of Ganga?
6. The sunderban delta is the home of which animal?
7. Which is the most abundant factor of production?
8. What is physical capital?
9. Give two examples of tertiary sector?
10. What is poverty?
11. what was estate general
12. what do you mean by feudal system
13. what was the name of parliament of Russia
14. what do you mean by April thesis
15. who was the head of provisional government
16. who were liberals
17. define Democracy according to Lincoln
18. write any one fact against democracy
19. how many years Nelson Mandela spent in prison
20. what is the full form of ANC

II.

Short answer type questions (3 marks)
21. How has been the mountain passes be helpful in India since historic times? Explain.
22. Mention three characteristics of lakes?
23. What problems did farm labourers face in terms of unemployment? Explain any three
problems.
24. What is seasonal unemployment? What are the factors responsible for seasonal
unemployment?
25. explain the term reign of terror
26. what do you mean by Nazim
27. write any three facts in against of democracy
28. what do you mean by constituent assembly

III.

Long answer type questions (5 marks)
29. Compare the main features of western coastal plains and eastern coastal plains.
30. What are the major factors responsible for unemployment in India?
31. Identify the various groups vulnerable to poverty?
32. write the social structure of French society before 1789
33. explain broader meaning of democracy
34. compare the two types of democracy
35. locate the following places on the given outline map of Europe
• England
• Poland
• Italy
36. On the outline political map of India locate and label the following?
• The Aravali ranges
• Kanchengunja peak
• The Kosi river

